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Abstract – The ever-increasing demand for power has
stimulated the development of a range of Demand Side
Management (DSM) strategies that match end user
consumption to the available mix of generation. The challenge
of evaluating the performance of such schemes is massive since
practical deployments are costly and hence flexible software
evaluation/development environments become an attractive
alternative. This paper details a versatile Distributed Demand
Side Management Integrated Development Environment with
multi-agent support (DDSM-IDEA), a platform to develop,
execute, and evaluate the performance of various agentless and
agent-based DSM and DDSM algorithms offering a spectrum of
different resources, agents, and tools bundled into one package.
The IDE platform includes a robust habitual demand profile
generation module based on personal activity profiles, manual
and automatic appliance control, and instantaneous demand
disaggregation which in addition to its other capabilities and
resources, makes it a more complete solution. The DDSM-IDEA
is tested and several DSM and DDSM strategies are
implemented and evaluated.
Keywords: Demand Side Management, Power Management,
Integrated Development Environments, Multi-Agent Systems,
Simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION
The growing demand for power consumption has resulted
in a series of blackouts which have affected the lives of
millions of people, one of the most notable being the 2012
Indian blackout which impacted 670 million consumers for 2
days [1]. To mitigate such damaging scenarios, one approach
centres on managing and rescheduling demand [2], and
identifying more efficient appliances and techniques since
deploying more power generation is less desirable due to its
high cost and long construction time. The trend towards
Demand Side Management (DSM) has been fuelled by the
fact that demand is not flat but characterised by several
peaks during certain times of the day as a consequence of
routine human daily activities [3]. The result is that utility
companies must provide generation just for peak load
periods which occur during a limited period of time every
day. Thus managing this peak by for example, rescheduling
is an attractive approach. Demand Side Management centres
mainly on flattening the demand by disaggregating and
rescheduling component loads and its effectiveness has led
to a plethora of research [4] [5] to name just a few.
Simulators are important tools and domestic load profiles
are important foundation in any successful simulation.
Different load modelling techniques can be found in

literature, [6] has presented a survey of such ones.
Researchers have even extended some of these techniques
such as [7] who included a plethora of appliances into his
model and other have combined some of them to produce
new ones such as [8] who has combined active occupancy
patterns and daily activity profiles to produce a one minute
high resolution demand model. Many factors have different
levels of influence upon the generated load profile, [9] have
studied the influence of house type, social category, water
heating type, bedrooms number, age of head of household,
household composition, and cooking type on domestic
demand yet there are many to count for. Accounting for all
factors is very hard and produces very complex models that
considered not practical for many applications.
Simulators themselves can be categorized according to
the amount of features they offers and the scope of their
capabilities into comprehensive ones which are usually
commercial simulators and user-designed which are more
focused and usually have limiting assumptions [10].
Simulators can also be categorised according to their
structure into toolkits and software [11]. The former offers
flexibility but consumes more time and needs programming
knowledge. On the other hand, the latter reduces
development time but it restricts its user to what features are
available only. Finally, some simulators are agent-based
which offers flexibility and distributed management; while
others are agentless [12]. In spite of the availability of a
plethora of commercial simulators researchers have
consistently develop their own platforms each one according
to his agenda. A Smart Grid Simulator (SGS) was proposed
by [13] which is an agentless mono-mode finely granulated
scalable simulator for general energy usage purposes.
Alternatively, [14] has proposed HOMSIM a configurable
environment used to study present and future changes in
power consumption due to the introduction of new
technologies and running blackout management algorithms.
An agent-based scalable Demand Response (DR) simulator
called DRSim was proposed by [15] and it is used to model
energy behaviour and permits designers to properly design
DR signals. A consumer-based DSM platform utilizing
Swarm Particle Optimization (SPO) algorithm based
resources allocation was proposed by [16] which includes
renewables and it is intended for educational purposes.
Continuing on a similar track [17] has proposed a Dispatcher
Training Simulator (DTS) used for training power system
operators, and the list of available simulators continues but
none of them is dual-mode, i.e. both agent-based and

agentless, providing the ability to check on-the-fly the effect
of changing the operational status of an appliance on overall
demand, providing the ability to disaggregate demand at any
moment and finds out causes of certain phenomena in it.
These are the contributions of this paper and the real merits
of the proposed development environment.
This paper proposes the so-called a Distributed Demand
Side Management Integrated Development Environment
with Agents abbreviated as DDSM-IDEA, a flexible; highly
scalable platform; supporting several types of generation,
appliances, sensors, agents, algorithms, yet it is simple to
use, and capable of evaluating the performance of traditional
agentless DSM and agent-based distributed DSM (DDSM)
strategies. This development environment has a built-in
residential load profile generator capable of generating four
different load profiles based on a real-life personal activity
profiles supported by socio-economic dimension in the sense
that it takes into consideration the size of families, their
economic status, house layout in addition to its ability to
include environmental parameters such as temperature and
humidity as well as seasonal variations. The DDSM-IDEA is
highly scalable as it can generate load profiles for residential
areas ranging from one house to full residential quarters. It
has the ability to include several sources of generation e.g.
diesel and renewables with different size and capacities
ranging from small domestic through to multi-megawatt
types. In addition it offers the user the ability to control all
appliances (both ON/OFF and proportionally through a
thermostat) manually and algorithmically.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the
DDSM-IDEA design philosophy, operational requirements,
and structure. Section III describes the DDSM-IDEA
implementation covering its Graphical User Interface (GUI),
load models, and agent types. Section IV describes the
results of implementing different traditional DSM and
DDSM algorithms. Finally, Section V highlights future work
and summarises conclusions.

capabilities: Accurate demand generation capability based on
the People-Appliances-Rooms (PAR) trinity; Full-set
appliance ON/OFF and proportional control for direct
control of different household appliances each one with its
suitable control mechanism; Control through power source
voltage reduction; DSM and DDSM algorithm selection and
evaluation; demand composition analysis through a fullspectrum pin-and-analyse pointing mechanism; power
generation setting; Graphics zoom capability; plotting results
and validating them through comparison with reference
systems using two plotting panels; both have 2D and 3D
plotting capabilities; plotting windows control capabilities
such as docking graphs, colour overriding, and graphics
hold, window clearing, Plots merging …etc.; demand profile
generation;
economic
level
specification;
house
specification; multi-format alphanumeric tabular data
display; and weather change for exercising seasonal effects
on various implemented DSM and DDSM algorithms.
B. DDSM-IDEA Structure
Guided by these requirements DDSM_IDEA was
designed, its functional block diagram is shown in Fig. 1 and
implemented using Matlab. The heart of the DDSM-IDEA
platform is its Control Engine which has access to a
generator pool hosting the available generation facilities, a
pool hosting five types of agents: House, Generation, Utility,
and Wireless Sensor and Actuator Network (WSAN), and
Administrative agents; a library of DSM,DDSM,and demand

II. DESIGN PHILOSOPHY AND STRUCTURE
A. Design Philosophy
The main motivation for DDSM-IDEA is to provide a
socio-economic-based, simple to handle, clear to understand
all-in-one development environment capable of supporting
ordinary and distributed DSM algorithm verification and
validation. The platform relies on load models based on
human behaviour which requires the generation of a wide
spectrum of personal load profiles as a function of specific
human traits viz. men, women, elderly, teenagers, children,
and babies. The platform gives the user the freedom to
choose from a wide spectrum of resources (agents,
generation type, appliances, algorithms, personal profiles,
houses structures) organized as dedicated groups. The
combination of features and controls allows different DSM,
DDSM, and Supply-Demand Matching (SDM) approaches to
be designed and evaluated. The platform has these

Figure 1. DDSM-IDEA functional block diagram.

management algorithm; and different types of emulated
sensors (in the current implementation only temperature and
humidity sensors are implemented). The control engine
receives customer demands from a residential demand
generation module which generates user demand profiles for
all-size residential areas taking into account differences
between families in term of size and economic status; houses
in terms of their sizes, effects of weather, people behaviour
and occupancy profiles viz. employed, students, house
wives, elderly. Each type of follows a specific daily routine,
with some activities repeated every day at the same time e.g.
departing for going work or school. The control engine and
the residential demand generator are linked to a unified

graphical user interface (GUI). All appliances are controlled
by an appliance dispatcher, the output of which is displayed
in the GUI display area. DDSM-IDEA is implemented on
Windows7 machines and requires 8 Gigabytes of RAM.

consist of more than one activity e.g. eating which includes
washing hands and cooking which includes multiple washing
operations. Fig. 3 illustrates example routine activities while
Fig. 4 depicts a daily profile of a typical employed man.

III. IMPLEMENTATION
A. The Graphical User Interface
The DDSM-IDEA GUI has a cockpit-like interface
displayed on one screen (Fig. 2), giving the user full control
over the platform. The Appliance control panel is on the far
left, on top is the twin plotting area while the table and
message screens are located beneath them.

Figure 3. A graph showing implemented activities

Figure 2. DDSM-IDEA graphical user interface

The algorithm and generation controls are located in the
lower part of the GUI. Finally the GUI is equipped with a
menu bar located at the upmost part on the left. An
interesting feature is a ‘test button’ serving as a general
button to run any code under test during any development
period.
B. Load Models
To construct sound load models, an empirical approach is
followed. Houses are assumed to have kitchens, bathrooms,
bedrooms, living rooms, and guest rooms. The number of
each type of rooms varies between families and depends on
their financial status. Families can comprise a combination
of 10 different types of members: 2 types of men, 2 types of
women, 3 types of teenagers, 1 type of elderly people, and
finally children and babies. Available appliances include 32
types of the most common ones. The load profile generation
process starts by defining the daily activities of each type of
individuals, fixing the times of repetitive behaviour and
taking into account the season since this factor has the most
significant impact on the amount of needed power to perform
a certain daily activity e.g., taking a shower in the summer
take less power (lights only) than in winter (lights and water
heater). All activities are mapped over the house profile
taking into consideration appliance usage. By aggregating all
daily power requirements of individual families, the overall
residential quarter load can be calculated. It is worth noting
that some of the personal activities are compound, i.e., they

Figure 4. Daily profile of a typical employed man

C. DDSM-IDEA Agents
Agents are recruited from an agent pool which hosts five
types of agents: house, generator, utility, WSAN, and
administrative. House agents are responsible for managing
dwellings, people, and appliances; Generator agents are
responsible for generation facilities; Utility agents are used
to interface with the utility; WSAN agents are responsible
for sensing parameters such as temperature and humidity and
turning appliances ON and OFF; finally, the Administrative
agent is responsible for orchestrating all other agents
according to the selected algorithm. Fig. 5 shows a view of
the major activities of an administrative agent while Fig.6
shows the same for a house agent. Both of these figures are
taken when both agents were recruited in the example
discussed in Section IV and are drawn using Business
Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [18]. The reason for
using this notation is its ability to display activities in a more
dynamic manner.
The cornerstone in all agent activities is inter-agent
negotiation during which agents share information; respond
to enquiries, and issue requests. All negotiations depend on
‘Request–Reply’ packet-based exchanges. To validate agents
and their inter-agent negotiation a test setup was established
which consists of the traditional ‘Hangman’ game played

effect on the platform’s performance, e.g. increasing the
complexity of house gents will degrade platform’s
performance significantly due to their multitude while the
influence of doing the same to an administrative agent is
trivial. The maximum number of agents that has been tried
on the platform so far is five hundred agents.

Figure 5. Major activities of an administrative agent

Figure 8. Agent activity chart

Figure 6. Major activities of a house agent

between 10 agents; the result is shown in Fig. 7. This game
is a valuable negotiation testing tool in which each agent
selects a number and conceals it from others. The remaining
agents start to ask a series of questions resulting in
determining the hidden number. The ‘thickness’ of each line
represents the number of requests-replies carried out at each
stage; thicker lines mean more negotiations. The use of a test
scheme does not eliminate the continuous validation of the

Figure 7. Agent ‘Hangman’ test

platform correct functionality. Fig. 8 displays agent activity
chart revealing the inter-agent negotiation between an
administrative agent and 10 house agents while Fig. 9 shows
the packet exchange map between the administrative agent
and 10 house agents both of them are during power shortage
coverage scenario. Note that the DDSM-IDEA packet
structure has two separate fields one used as a command
category field and the other as a command description field.
As a final point, agent type and complexity have strong

Figure 9. Packet exchange map showing major some activities in PANDA

IV. RESULTS
A. Agentless DSM and demand disaggregation
DDSM-IDEA has been used in DSM algorithm mode,
starting with typical demand profile generation; Fig. 10
shows demand disaggregation at selected point on that
demand profile graph. Two sliding lines are used, vertical
one for selecting certain minute during the day and the
horizontal to set certain thresholds for various DSM
activities. The figure shows appliances’ thermostats and
on/off switches. Fig. 11 shows the daily demand for 50
houses before (blue) and after (red) dimming all lights by
50% using the built-in appliance control panel within the
DDSM-IDEA yielding an 8% reduction in power
consumption. This enables the user to perform on-the-fly
adjustment to any number of appliances without the need to
rewrite the control algorithm and thus gives the user the
ability to execute more runs. Fig. 12 shows a typical peak
clipping in which the peak created by hot water heater
morning usage is ‘shaved’ through load shifting by 20
minutes before and after the usage time. Fig. 13 shows a
demand graph referred to as the ‘Demand Clock’ which
captures the daily demand of twenty houses during spring
produced by the DDSM-IDEA platform which produces
typical ‘flat’ demand profiles as well.

Figure 10. Demand disaggregation and analysis

Figure 11. Demand reduction through lights dimming

B. DDSM Case Study: the PANDA System
To reveal the true potential of the DDSM-IDEA platform
a DDSM system referred to as Power Appeasement aNd
Demand Aggregation (PANDA) system is developed [19].
PANDA is a multi-agent HVAC clustering system capable
of performing DDSM as well as SDM operations, developed
to mitigate the cyclic blackout burden on residential areas
through powering essential daily life appliances using
surplus standby power snooped from neighbouring
generation facilities. The powered appliances are essential
forming the base load together with the optimum blend of
three different types of HVAC appliances (air conditioners,
air coolers, and mist fans). Each dwelling has the right to use
one HVAC appliance at any moment, the type depending on
the available snooped power. Houses, generators, and HVAC
appliances are grouped in clusters and cluster heads are
assigned to the first two. The HVAC cluster composition
changes according to the available surplus standby power.
Five types of agents were recruited as above and a
substantial amount of PANDA activity is achieved through
inter-agent negotiation. Three different HVAC appliance
distribution strategies viz. Polling, Temperature–triggered
and Bridging are used to allocate power to dwellings. In Fig.
14 the red graph shows a typical summer demand with air
conditioning in a hot country (Iraq1, in this case); the black
graph shows the amount of surplus standby power available
at every hour during the day. The magenta graph shows the
HVAC load after activating the Polling (fair distribution)
mechanism. Finally the blue graph shows the total supplied
power to customers (base load + clustered HVAC). Fig.15
shows the snooped power (blue) requirement and clustered
HVAC profiles under the Temperature-triggered scheme
(red). The black line shows seven different snooped power
levels that had changed during that day.

Figure 12. Peak clipping by load shifting
Figure 14. PANDA total demand under the fair distribution mechanism.

Lastly, Fig. 16 displays intermittent power utility during a
cyclic blackout (black), snooped power (magenta), clustered
HVAC demand (red) and total supplied power (blue).
V. FUTURE W ORK AND C ONCLUSIONS
A. Future Work
Figure 13. A demand clock showing daily power consumption

To enhance the versatility of the DDSM_IDEA several
enhancements are planned; enhance generator interface; an
Agent Behaviour Control Description (ABCD) language is to
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